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. DOCKgTEDUE CUNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING B0fij FEB 28 A10 58

Before Administrative JudgestFF:CE OF SECRETMV
CC3EINI & SEWK f.

SCJar.cs L. Kelley, Chairman
Dr. James H. Carpenter *

Glenn 0. Bright ";
. gg

. . . _. _ . _ _ . . ~

)
In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-400-OL

)
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY )

and )
NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN MUNICIPAL ) (ASLBP No. 82-472-03 OL)

POWER AGENCY )
)

(Shearon Harris Nuclear Plant) ) February 27, 1985
)

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Ruling on Eleven Summary Disposition Motions)

In order to facilitate planning and preparation by the parties, the

Board now announces its rulings on the eleven pending summary

disposition motions on which responsive pleadings have been filed (or

the opportunity to file a responsive pleading has expired). Summary

disposition is granted on the following contentions:

Eddleman 144 (support personnel)

Eddleman 154 (dose assessments)

Eddleman 57-C-13 (protection factors)

Dr. Carpenter was not available when this Order was issued. However,*

he participated in its consideration and concurs in the result.
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CCNC-8 (adequacy of staffing of State Dept. of
Human Resources)

CHANGE-17 (warning to hearing impaired)

EPJ-1 (snow and ice removal)

Eddleman 224 (weather conditions assumed in time estimates)
"Eddleman 240 (county planning responsibilities)

*
Eddleman 57-C-7 (lists of hospitals)

Eddleman 215(1) (conservatisms in time estimates)

The reasons for these rulings will be supplied at a later date, probably

as part of the Board's anticipated Partial Initial Decision following a

hearing on emergency planning.
_

The Applicants' motion for summary disposition on Eddleman

Contention 57-C-3 is denied for the following reasons. Subsection

-(b)(5) of 10 CFR 50.47 requires that off-site plans include "means to

provide early notification" to the population in the 10-mile EPZ.

Paragraph D3 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E provides that --

The design objective of the prompt public notification system
shall be to have the capability to essentially complete the

,

initial notification of the public within the plume exposure
pathway EPZ within about 15 minutes.

.

*
The Board encloses for the parties' information a recent decision
by the Court of Appeals for the D. C. Circuit on this subject,
Guard v. NRC This decision does not appear to affect our summary
disposition ruling on Eddleman 57-C-7. However, we bring it to
your attention because the Commission may take action in response
-to this decision which may be pertinent to this case.

_ __ __ _ .. . _ - . _ _ - . _ , - - __ _
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That is all we have in the way of binding regulatory requirements in

this area.

Eddleman 57-C-3 argues that the Applicants' sirens will not awaken

sleeping residents in the EPZ between 1 and 6 a.m., particularly those

who have closed their windows and turned on their air conditioners.

Apart from some transcript quotations from the Catawba case, Mr.

Eddleman offers no direct proof of his argument in his opposition to the

motion, but, of course, the burden of proof is not on him. Rather, the

burden is on the movant for summary disposition to disprove the

existence of any dispute over a material fact. In any event, Mr.

Eddleman's thesis draws some support from an experience common to most
_

of us -- sleeping through a fire or ambulance siren that passes nearby

in the night. Given that familiar shared experience, any claim that the

Harris sirens will awaken virtually everyone in the EPZ would be met

with some skepticism, at least initially.

As Mr. Eddleman correctly states in his response, the Applicants

fail to address directly the basic issue raised by his contention --

will the Harris sirens wake up sleeping people in the EPZ, particularly

those using air conditioning, in fifteen minutes. Instead, the

Applicants seek to demonstrate that they are in compliance with the

" guidelines" contained in NUREG-0654 and FEMA-43. See Motion at pp. 12,

14. Those guidelines, however, do not have the force of law. Southern
'

California Edison Co. (San Onofre Station), 15 NRC 1163, 1191 (1982).

They merely reflect the positions taken by the Staff and FEMA on various

technical questions. While the Board normally would treat those

_ _ . _ _ . . . - - , . .-
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positions with some deference because of the expertise they reflect,

they are certainly not binding on the Board and opposing parties. Thus

the mere fact that the Harris sirens vay meet FEMA acceptance criteria

does not by itself demonstrate that all legal requirements have been met

or that Mr. Eddleman's concerns are unfounded.

At the evidentiary hearing, the Applicants should address whether

the sirens can wake up virtually all the people sleeping in the EPZ

between 1 and 6 a.m., particularly those with windows closed and air

conditioners running. The Applicant should also address whether the

presently-planned means of back-up mobile notification could and should

be augmented to meet the "about" ,15-minute standard in Appendix E, if

necessary.

All pleadings on the remaining motions are to be filed by March 11,

1985, in accordance with our recent oral grant of the Staff motion of

February 7, 1985 for an extension of time. We expect to rule on those

motions shortly thereafter.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AfD LICENSING
BOARD

h me. -84
J#es L. Kelley, Chair #an
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

0. h_= =W>=
Glenn V. Bright /
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Bethesda~, Maryland
February 27, 1985

Attachment
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No. 84-1091
.

GTJARD, PEITrIONER *

*
i . ., ~

Y. .

UNrrED STATES NucLEAa REcuLAToET COuvimON, "

EESPONDENT
,

SOUTHEEN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY, et al., -

INTEEVENORS .

' '

Petition for Review of an Order of the
Nuclear Regulatory C-midon

Argued D-har19,1984
.

Decided February 12,1985

Charles E. McClung,'Jr., for petitioner.
.

Sheldon L. Trubatch, with whom E. Leo Slaggie, Ack-
ing Solicitor, Nuclear Regulatory Commiazion, Richard ,

L. Black, Attorney, Nuclear Regulatory Comminion and
John A. Bryson, Attorney, Department of Justice were
on the brief, for respondent.

.

Bills of costs must be Sled within 14 days after entry of Judgment. The
court looks with disfavor upon motions to Sie biHs of costs out of them.

. . .
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] D:pId R. Pig:tt, Samuel B. Casey and C:fherina M. to dangerous levels cf radiati:n." Id.' H: wever, th.4

j Kelly were on the brief, for intervenors Southern Call- Commissi:n thereafter stated that, with respect to 'th
fornia Edison Company, et al. second category of Individuals-those who may be en

posed to dangerous levels of radiation but are not othere '

) Before: TAMu, GIN 8 BURG, and 80AMA, Circuli Judpas. ! wise injured-emergency plans sualce If they provid
I Opinion for the Court Aled by Circuit Judge GIN 8 BURG. simp y a list of pre-existing local or regional medical
i facilities capable of treating radiation exposure. Id.
j GIN 88uaG, Circuit Judge: As a condition for the lasu-
j cnca of a nuclear power reactor operating lieepse, the The petition for review questions whether it is ra
; Nucle:r Regulatory Commission (NRC or Commission) tional to qualify, as a form of " arrangements . . . mad
; mu:t And "that there is reasonable assurance that ade- for medical services" for persons '' exposed to dangerou
! quits protective measures can and will be taken in the kveh of radiaH%" mere identification of whatever in
; cy:nt of a radiological emergency. 10 C.F.R. I 50.47 cilities happen to exist. We hold that the Commisalon die

i

; (a) (1) (1984). To determine whether the needed 'as- not reasonably interpret the section 50.47(b)(12) phras. |
.

; surance', exists, the Commission reviews the license ap- " arrangements . . . made for medical services" when i
plicanta onsite and offaite emergency response plans for declared, generically, that a simple list of treatment facili
compliance with enumerated standards. Id. I 50.47(b). ties already in place constitutes such arrangements.

,

j

| Ons of the standards speelAes that the response plans In so ruling, we impose no tight restraint on the
j include "(a'Irrangements . . . for medical services for NRC's regulatory authority. The Commission, on re
i contaminated injured individuals." Id. I 50.4'l(b)(12). mand, may concentrate on the SONGS record; it may re -

| Ths Instant petition for review concerns a Commission visit the question, not now before us for review, of the
j gen:ric interpretation of this " arrangements . . . for scope of the section 50.47(b)(12) phrase " contaminates
| medical services" standard. Injured individuals"; it may describe genuine " arrange i

! " for medical services for dangerously exposu :In the course of operating license hearings for San men
j Onofra Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) Unita 2 members of the general public; or it may pursue anj
| end 8, the NRC certlAed two deAnitional questions re-
! garding section 50.47(b)(12) as that standard bears on * 1t la not before us to determine-and we intimate no viev

upon-whether an NRC deAnttion of the class "contaminateci

j ths general public.* The Commission answered both ques- Injured individuala" to exclude individuals falling only withir
,

j tions not in relation to the SONGS record, but in a the radiation exposure category would pass muster.
,

I minner designed to give generic guidance. Southern Cal-
* The NRC also observed that individuals onsite and otraite{ ifornia Edison Co.,17 N.R.C. 528, 680 (1988) [here- who may become both contaminated by radiation and physi.

<

! after NRC Decialon'). The NRC declared first that emer- cally injured in some other way are " expected to be very '

!

!
gency response efforta should include consideration not i few." Southern Cal. Edison Co.,17 N.R.C. 528,536 (1983).
only of "(1) those who become injured and are also con- The Commission therefore regarded preparations at the-

:

taminated,o but also of 8,(2) those who may be exposed nuclear plant alte as adequate to accommodate membersi

of the public so affected, and ruled that no additional medical
arrangements wculd be needed for them under i 60.47(b) |

* Preparations that the NRC's regulation requires at iAs (12). Id. At oral argument peUUoner's counsel stated in ''

! nucle r plant site are not at issue in this case. response to the court,a inquiry that petitioner does not chal-
| lenge this aspect of the NRC decialon..

'

!

|
-

-

__ .. _ _
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other rational course. It may not, however, interpret Licensing Board interpretation, the applicanta had not,
ihn section 50.47(b)(12) phrase " arrangements . . . made the necessary offsite medical presentation, and

Would be required to do so as a condition of their licenses.Dnade f:r medical services" as meaning something other *

Shin what those words, in the context of a nuclear power GUARD (Groups United Against Radiation Danger),
plint emergency planning standard, may rationally

I
an intervenor before the Licensing Board, and petitioner

''8"V'Y- here, requested the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal
b U"8"

: Board (Appeal Board) to stay the Licensing Board's
'

On May 14,1982, the Atomic Safety and Licensing authorization of operating licenses pending appeal of the
foard (Licensing Board) authorized full-power operat- Licensing Board's decision. The Appeal Board denied the
]ng licenses for SONGS Unita 2 and 8, subject to the con- stay. In dictum, the Appeal Board registered its dis--

'

fiti:n that within six months the applicants, in con- agreement with the Licensing Hoard's Interpretation of
7ormity with the Licensing Board's reading of section section 50.47(b)(12). The Appeal Board did not advert
10.47(b)(12), develop appropriate offsite medical ~ ar- to any onsite/offsite distinction; it regarded as critical
gangcm:nts. Southern California Edison Co.,15 N.R.C. the provision's reference to " contaminated injured in-
1163,1187 (1982) '[hereafter 1982 Licensing Board De- dividuals" as the targeted group. The Appeal Hoard
sision). Applicant Southern California Edison Company, interpreted that phrase to mean only persons who are
on intervenor here, and the NRC staff had argued before both contaminated and physically injured in some other
3hs Licensing Board that section 50.47(b)(12) did not, manner as well.* Based on its understanding that section
eequire medical plans for the general public; as they 50.47(b)(12) does not reach members of the public who-

i

7 erd ths provision, it confined required plan coverage to suffer only radiation exposure, the Appeal Board agreed
peopl3 on, or in the immediate vicinity of, the nuclear with the NRC staff that arrangements for radiation vic-

;'

[ plant site (mainly plant personnel and emergency work- tima could be made ad hoc after an accident. Southern
srs from the neighboring community). In keeping with California Edison Co.,16 N.R.C.127,136-38 (1982).

83his interpretation, the applicants presented no speciAc
IIffsits medical plans; instead, they maintained that off- * The Appeal Hoard denned " contaminated" as having

2ita medical arrangementa could be made ad hoc after a radioactive material on or in one's body. A person may bei

Inclear plant accident. i exposed to radiation without having radioactive material on
' his or her body. Thus there is a signl Acant difference between-

Thn Licensing Board characterized the applicant / staff those who are contaminated by radiation and those who are
7eading of section 50.47(b)(12) as " narrow" and not in | exposed but not contaminated: persons who are contaml- |
3uns with the prescription's language or the historical nated carry the radioactive material with them, and therefore

'

sentext of the emergency planning regulations. Id. at can spread the dangerous substance; persons who are only,

0187-90 In addition to determining that the standard exposed pose no threat to others.

gequired medical arrangements covering the general pub- The Appeal Board thought that medical arrangements were ;

m'cessary only for individuals who are contaminated and.ic the Licensing Board clearly stated that it read sectio'n '

4 ,47(b)(12) to encompass offsite persons who, even if otherwise injured, because they present the special problem of-

0.
(ot oth:rwise injured, suffer exposure to dangerous treating the physical injury without spreading the contami-
g nation. Ses Southern Cal. Edison Co.,18 N.R.C.127,187 <

vels of radiation. Id. at 1197-200 & n.80. Under the (1982). [
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| The NRC declined to r;vi:w thm Apped Board's deni:1 with or f:r cny partleular f:cilities. Id. Wh:tever gu ..
J of the stay. Noting the disagreement between the Ap- lated would do. The NRC staff and the lleense appil-
ipeal Board and the Licensing Board on the meaning of cants, we note again, had consistently urged the adequacy..

lsecties 50.47(b)(12), however, the Commission directed of a purely ad hoc response to yletims of radiation ex-
j eertification ta lt, of the following two questions: posure; like the Appeal Board and unlike the Commis- -

sion, owever, ey had pressed that position on the un-*
' (1) Does the phrase " contaminated injured ladi-

viduals" as used in 10 CPR 50.47(b)(12) require derstanding that radiation exposure was not covered by'

,,

, cpplicants for nuclear power plants to provide ar- the section 50.47(b)(12) emergency planning medical ,

l rcngements for medical services only for members of arrangements requirement.
. ths public who have sufered traumatic [ physical] The NRC interpretation of section 50.47(b)(12) was

injury and are also contaminated with radiation 7 generic. It. did not rely on evidence of medical facilities;

j (2) If the answer to Question 1 is no, to what extent in the vicinity of SONGS, or on any other particulara
'

does 10 CFR 50.47(b)(12) require advance, speelAe of the SONCS record. The Commission made it plain
.

crrcngements and commitments for medical services that its purpose in posing and responding to the certlHed
j for the general public as opposed to the general questions was to establish guidance applicable not only
j knowledge that facilities and resources exist, and to SONGS but to all future applications. See NRC De-
[ could be used on an ad 400 basist cision,17 N.R.C. at 580 ("[Tlhe interpretation of the
| Southern California Edison Co., 16 N.R.C. 888, 884 regulation involves a s!gniacant issue of policy that af- '

!(1982). fects other plants and proceedings.").
'

!

i Responding to the certlAed questions, the NRC agreed' After answering the certined questions, the NRC re- '

!with ths Licensing Board that section 60.47(b)(12) en- manded the case to the Licensing Board. The applicants
: compassed not, only persons who are both physically in. supplemented the record by submitting a list of appro- [
ijured and contaminated, but also members of the general priate, existing medical facilities in the SONCS area. The ;

|public who sufer only exposure to high levels of radia. Licensing Board held that under the NRC Decision, the
| tion. Ilowever, the NRC introduced a diferent view of applicants had thus fully satisAed section 50.47(b)(12). l

tha " degree of advance planning" required by the stan. . GUARD asked the Licensing Board to inquire further,
|d:rd:j it held that, treatment for individuals injured only to determine whether the facilities listed by the appli- ;

!by redittion "can be arranged for on an as-needed basis . canta would be adequate in the event of an emergency.
|during an emergency." NRC Decision,17 N.R.C. at. 580. The Licensing Board explained that any additional con-

,

jThus, while the Commission read section 50.47(b)(12) as sideration of medical arrangements would be inconsonant =

|cncompassing radiation exposure victims, it required no ~ with the NRC's generic disposition:
,

,

|more in the way of pre-accident planning for such per- | Als to memt era of the oRaite public who may suKer
! sons than a list identifying "those local or regional medi- radiation injuries, a licensing board's proper in-
|csl facilities which have the capabilities to provide ap- quiry is quite narrow-whether existing medical-

proprints medical treatment for radiation exposure." Id. facilities have been identified. . . . Boards are not to
j Thero would be no need for pre-accident. Inquiry intp the go behind the list of existing facilities to determine.

adequacy of existing facilities or advance arrangements. whether those facilities are adequate for inadequate) i

1

- . . .
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! ts cop cith various accident scenarlos la the alte- Hmits. Again referring is the NRC, we h ve stated that
,

! speelAe setting. . . . our high reg rd als eppropriita only so long as the egen ,,
cy's interpretation does no violence to the plain meaning: ****

j of the proylsion [at issue]." Denkmejian v NRC,' slip
,

. . . Again, as we understand the Commission, the
| llating of existing facilities-whatever they may be- |

op. at 41 (D.C. Cir. Dec. 81, 1984); ses Union of Con-
,

carned Scientists v. NRC, 711 F.2d 370, 381 (D.C. Cir.
| Is to be deemed adequate. 1988), This is a case in which the Commission's inter-
Deathern CaNfantis Edison Co.,18 N.R.C. 228, 882-88 Pretation of its own regulation lacks the quality neces- ,

01988) [hereafter 1983 Licensing Board Decision 1. . sary to attract judicial deference.

QUARD seeks judicial review of the NRC generic inter- As we recounted earlier, the NRC began its generic
pretation of section 50.47(b)(12), as applied to SONGS Interpretation of section 50.47(b)(12) by determining,
by the Licensing Board.s in re8Ponse to a question the Commission itself framed,

that the provision covers members of the public exposed
H. ANALYSIS to high levels of radiation even if they are not otherwise

An eg:ncy's interpretation of its own regulation gen' injured. See supra pp. 2-3, G. The Commission has not
withdrawn that determination and it remains unchal-erelly wzrranta a high degree of respect. We have so

observ:d in the speelAc context of NRC regulations. See lenged in this review proceeding. We express no view on
the threshold coverage spiestion thus raised and answered

North Anna Environmental Coalition v, NRC, 533 F.2d by the NRC. Cf. Denkmejian, slip op, at, 29-36 (court655, 659 (D.C. Cir.1976).* Our deference, however, has reviewed NRC ruling that possible complicating effects,

of an earthquake on emergency planning were not ma-
*Intrrvznor Southern California Edison Company argues terial for purposes of individual licensing proceedings

th2t GUARD is time. barred from seeking review of the NRC and found that NRC acted within its discretion). Once
decial a because it did not Ale a petition in court within 60 the NRC placed radiation victims under the protection
days af that decision. See 28 U.S.C. 5 2344 (1982) (Hobbs of section 50.47(b)(12), however, it could not disregardAct). Tha Commission acknowledged at oral argument. how "
wtr, th:t any attempt by GUARD te challenge the NRC's- the words used in the regulation to describe the required
pur:ly g:neric interpretation would have been premature Erotection. Cf. l/nion of Concerned Scientists v. NRC,
antil ths guidance was applied to SONGS on remand to the 735 F.2d 1437 (D.C. Cir.1984) (although NRC has
Liczn:Ing Board. We agree, and reject intervenor's Ifobbs broad discretion to determine scope of licensing proceed-
Act crgument as meritiess.

"' GUARD urged diminished deference to the NRC interpre- No ' 8 )*tnti:2 cf $ 50.47(b)(12) because the Commission's view is'
ut in cgreement with the view of the Federal Emergency } Because we find that the NRC interpretation conAlets with
bf=nagtmsnt Agency (FEMA). The regulation containing I the plain meaning of 6 50.47(b)(12), we need not reach this
150.47(b) (12) tracks the emergency preparedness guide. ) lasue. We note. however, that FEMA's position on the mean-
Ines d:v: loped jointly by FEMA and the NRC after the ing of $ 50.47(h)(12) is far from clear. Sea 1982 Licensing
three Mile Island nuclear plant accident. NRC & FEMA, Board Decision.15 N.R.C. at 1193-95 & n.21; NRC Decialon.
larrERIA Foa PREPARATION ANu EVALUATION oF RAmoLooICAL- 17 N.R.C. at 536 n.12a; 1983 I,1 censing Hoard Declulon,18
ICMEaGENCY RESroNas PLANS AND PRErAREDNEs8 IN Surroaf N.R.C. at 231.
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lag, once NR0 dennes sa lasue as material to such a pro'
eeeding, NRO enanot deny statutory right to a hearing is seewrate, but it provides n3 wedge for any inquiry. -
on the issue). whether the faellities properly on the list would be suji-

1 cient in an emergency. See 1988 Licensing Board Decision, *
'

I As an emergency planning standard to be met befor4 18 N.E.C. at 282-88. Third, the Commission suggested that
I sa operating license lasues, section 50.47(b)(12) requires if existing medical facilities in the vicinity of a plant site
i th t "fa-]rrangements be made for medical services for are not adequate, a waiver of section 50.47(b)(12) could
! contaminated injured individuals." %e Commission in- be sought by concerned members of the publio. See 10
| tarpretation of section 50.47(b)(12), however, allows . 0.F.R. I 2.768 (1984); Brief for Respondents at 86. His
i medical services for radiation exposure to be arranged en- suggestion ylrtually concedes that, as conalrued by the
{ tirely ad hoe after the onset of an emergency. A pro- NRC, section 50.47(b)(12) would not itself resiend to
| vision calling for pre-event arrangendenta is not sensibly the possibility that the listed medical facilities may be
; met by post event prescriptions, insdaquate.

%3 Ccmmission speci8ed only one advance preparation %e imderlying assumption made by the Commission-
] freilities existing in the area. Once an accurate list isrequirzment: license applicanta must identify appropriatethat wherever present or future nuclear power plants

may be located, adequate facilities will be available in
; comimsed, the license applicant has satis 8ed the require- the area to serve victims of radiation exposure in the| ment. Planning in this instance starts and stops with a event of an accident-is hardly within the coro of theli:t. In court, the Commission and intervenors made three,

Commission's expertise. In any case, it is not, an assump-
i cit:mpts to qualify the NRC decision as something other tion properly indulged in an emergency preparedness

-
,'

then a mere listing and blanket acceptance of whatever
i regulation. Section 50.47(b) describes the medical ar-| medic:1 facilities happen to exist in the area. % ese
; rangement requirement, as one of the several " standards" |' citempts fall.
I applicants' emergency response plana "must" in fact.

First, intervenors pointed to evidence of medical facili- i i meet. In effect, the Commission has declared that, as to
ties in the SONGS record to show that arrangements for one category of protected persons (those injured only by

I rediation exposure in the SONGS area are adequate. exposure to high levels of radiation), the " standard" will
' Bri f for Intervenors at 10-11. Neither the Commission be met automatically in every case.' It appears, in sum,.

nor ths Licensing Board on remand, however, ever re-
viswed the SONGS record evidence on medical facilities ;

, The commission attempted to justify its failure to require; to determine the adequacy of those facilities for the i any medical arrangementa for radiation exposure, other than
rcdistirn-exposed public. The NRC's generic interpreta- a list of existing facilities. In part with the observation that
tion rendered such a specific inquiry unnecessary. See "[Ilt was never the intent of the regulation to require directly -

.

cupra pp. 7-8. Second, intervenors noted that. "the capa. or indirectly that state and local governments adopt extraor-
bility of any of the listed . . . facilities 'to Erovide aP- dI"*'Y ****"'***""*h "" **"*I'"*tI " ' "ddItI""*I h ""It*i'

or recruitment of substantial additional medical personnel, y~propriate medical treatment for radiation exposure'" '

just to deal with nucicar plant accidents." NitC Decision.17
may be challenged. llrlef for Intervenors at. 46 (quoting N.R.C. at 533. But, as the Licensing Board observed in its 1982
NRC Decision,17 N.R.C. at 537). The NRC interpreta- decision, and as GUAltD agreed at oral argument, medical

,

tion may allow a challenger to question whether a list arrangements need not require "the construction of hospitals, ,

.

1
**

-

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .
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U"'"'*", that the NRC, with one hand, has placed section 50A7 ; ,'

(b)'s cover over ladividuals exposed to dangerous levels For the reasons stated we reject as irrational' the =,

) of radiation but, with the other hand, has removed the NRC's generle interpretation 'of section 50.47(b)(12) .

' cover, with respect to members of the publie exposed to dangerous

' The Commission's explanation for its position is terse: levels of radiation. Accordingly, we vacate the disposi-
tions on review that state or apply the generic interpreta-

The nature of radiation injury is that, while medical tion and remand this matter to the agency for further
treatment may be eventually required in cases of consideration consistent with this opinion.

; extreme exposure, the patients are unlikely*to need
,

] emergency medical care. The non-immediacy of the
It is so ordered *

j treatment required for radiation-exposed individuals
! provides onsite and oWalte authorities with an addi-
j tional period of time to arrange for the required
j medical service. Thus, any treatment required could
j be arranged for on an ad hoo basis.

; NRC Decision,17 N.R.C. at 636-86 (footnote omitted). One
; alght expect to encounter this reasoning in an opinion ex-
, plaizing why medical arrangements for radiation exposure
. should not be part of the section 60.47(b)(12) emergency

,

| planing standard. But the NRC has decided that radia- '

,

; tion exposure is covered by the standard. The above NRC-
! statement provides no explanation at all why a standard
j dem:nding medical arrangementa before an emergency
! occurs is properly interpreted to mean something quite
i diW: rent. Cf. New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollu- a

fio 2 v. NRC, 727 F.2d 1127,1130 (D.C. Cir. '1984) (it
would be irrational for agency to support, a rule requiring.

,

A::nci:1 qualincations review for some utilities with a y
! striement that all Anancial qualiacations reviews are.
| w:rthless).

the purchase of expensive equipment, the stockpiling of medi- ?
~

: cine-in short, any large expenditure the sole purpose of which
! would be to guard against a very remote accident. The empha- !

i sis, r .ther, is on developing speelAc plans and training people .

13 perform medical services." 1982 Licensing Board Decision,
!15 N.R.C. at 1200. We think it plain that " medical arrange-

| nents" need not be read to require construction of facilities or '

i other r,xtraordinary measures.

!

.

O


